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Copyright © 2020 HowStuffWorks, a division of InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 company The valve body is part of an automatic transmission that helps with shifting. But like any mechanical device, problems can affect the valve body. The valve body controls the timing of the gears within an automatic transmission. It uses a combination of liquid
pressure detection and hydraulic signaling to control the gear change and activation of the clutch. Although many parts on an automatic transmission can fail, the symptoms of a damaged valve body are incorrectly timed switching operations or no switching at all. The valve body consists of several springs and valves; If the springs fail, the valves cannot open
and close. A repair technician can rely on diagnostic tools to detect damaged components in a vehicle. If the valve body fails, an error code is sent to the vehicle's on-board computer. The diagnostic tool reads the code and provides help with the best repair strategy. Here's how to tackle your problem areas | iStock.com We all have this body part that we are
not so proud of; this small bag of obesity, that seems to stick to no matter how you eat or what exercises you do. It's the reason why Spot Training, a debunked form of exercise based on the idea that you can aim fat burning at certain parts of your body, was launched. While it is completely natural to feel subconscious of the less than perfect properties of
your body, it is also important to remember that everyone has them. For some women, unwanted fat lurks on their stomachs, for others it is their legs or arms, and others watch the pounds go straight to their hips and butts. Each body stores excess fat and weight in different ways, but it becomes interesting when you consider why your body weighs as it
does. If you take two women of the same age, body weight, and height, their body can look completely different. It's about hormones. Here's what your body problem areas can tell you about your eating habits,stress levels, and hormone imbalances. Stomach Woman Working on Her Problem Areas | iStock.com If you've always had a belly, no matter how
much time you've spent on abdominal exercises and weight loss, your stomach fat can be caused by stress. If you are stressed, cortisol is released from your adrenal glands, which prompts the body to build fat around the stomach. In addition to adjusting a lower stress lifestyle, you can try to balance the bacteria in your stomach that, when out of balance,
cause bloating Experiment with cutting out sugars and grains or even citrus fruits to see if you notice a change. Foods that can restore the cortisol balance and flatten your stomach include lean protein, green vegetables, sweet potatoes, olives, turnips and avocados. Poor woman with strong arms | | If you wrestle with flaccid arms, it may be due to
abnormally high insulin levels or low dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), a hormone that produces testosterone and estrogen. High insulin levels can be blamed for eating overprocessed carbohydrates such as fast food, sugary foods, soda and frozen dinners. Not eating enough protein, fiber or healthy fats can also trigger excessively high insulin levels. On the
other hand, low levels of DHEA are often a natural side effect of aging, but can be influenced by a high level of chronic stress. Experiment with natural dietary supplements, mediation and other forms of stress management. Thigh Athletic Girls Do the Leg Press in the Gym | iStock.com/Creative-Family If you store obesity and fat in your thighs, it may be
because your estrogen levels are sky high. Estrogen or estrogen, develops and maintains a woman's reproductive structures, which means that it spreads fat around all your curvy bits - thighs. You can try to limit the amount of exogenous estrogen in your body by avoiding soy products, milk, coffee and foods that come from plastic packaging or containers.
Love handles woman with weighted squats | iStock.com Many women are extremely slim, but still retain a thick waist with plenty of love handles. This physical trait can be a sign that your body is not handling insulin well, a problem that can be solved by cutting sugar from your diet. If you already limit your sugar intake, consider stress to be the culprit. Like
stomach fat, love grips can be caused by chronic stress. Start a meditation practice and munch on antioxidant, rich foods to keep your body clean and calm. Back Woman Do Jump Squats | iStock.com weight gain in the hips, butt, and hamstrings is blamed for high estrogen and low progesterone. Estrogen levels fluctuate with your menstrual cycle and can
be affected by birth control pills or unmanaged stress. Manage your estrogen levels by reducing your exposure to external hormones or xenoestrogens found in factory-grown meat, soap, cosmetics and plastics. Lifestyle wise, add some extra fiber to your diet and keep an eye on the number of hours you sleep and exercise. Low progesterone, the other
cause of this particular form of weight gain, can also be triggered by high levels of chronic stress, but can also be low levels of luteinizing hormones or an underactive thyroid gland. VIEW MORE PHOTOS Shelf Life Egg Designs' Modular bookcase by Greg and Roché Dry consists of laser-cut powder-coated steel units (each USD 650) and MDF shelves
(USD 400; as shown, USD 9,800; AmaridianUSA.com). Click here to view the slideshow. Click here to view the October 2007 resources. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to allow users to provide their e-mail addresses. You may find more information about this and similar at piano.io Life is a beautiful thing. If
you know how to have fun and relax, you will make the most of the opportunities you are given. You only have one life, so use it well. However, this life is not always peachy. From time to time it brings you stressful situations and problems, whether mind-related or body-related. Even if these are bad, with a little try and error you can fix them. Away for the
weekend, improving your sleep or diet could all be beneficial. It is important to surround yourself with positivity and loving people in order to ward off these problems. But for deeper considerations and solutions, read the text below.1. Combat stress with meditationStress can be caused by all things, depending on how easily you are irritated. But that doesn't
have to become their norm. If you just try a little, you could get rid of stress, or at least reduce it to a lot. The easiest way would be to relax. You can do this by turning everything off and finding a quiet time. Another option would be to take a walk in the nearest park. However, if you want to find a long-term option that would calm your mind, you should try to
meditate. Through meditation, you could teach yourself to think clearly, to see the world from a different perspective, and simply not to overreact in stressful situations. If you practice meditation a few times a week or even every day, you will find permanent rest. Both your mind and body will feel calm.2. Eating well and exercise for better healthEating Junk
Food or irregular eating habits can lead to several health problems. First of all, you could become obese. Unfortunately, many people think that reducing the number of meals means reducing their weight. That is a very false presumption. You should not only eat at least 3 times a day, but eat all kinds of foods, only in smaller portions. In this way, your body
receives a balanced diet. More importantly, it will be a healthy one. The only thing you need to be careful about is junk food, sodas, sugar and other foods that could cause problems. Poor diet could also include heart problems, poor digestion and diabetes, to name a few. Therefore, consultation with a doctor is a must. It is better to prevent the problems
before they occur. You could do this by consuming a lot of fruit and vegetables, focusing on lean meat and drinking plenty of water. Many of the foods will boost your body's energy, as well as as a natural remedy for constipation, headaches, high blood pressure, and many other common act. Another way to improve your health is to be active. This could be
training, walking, cycling – any kind of physical activity would be positive. It keeps your brain active and alert. It also improves the health of your whole body.3. Reading and learning in inspirationIf your problem is not health, but rather productive nature, such as inspiration, then you should get creative. Reading books and poems, for example, could be the key
to finding inspiration again. If you're struggling with the writing pad or just have trouble finding new ideas, get some new books. In addition, you can visit a museum or learn a new skill. Imagine this: you get more to do more. 4. Away from time to time to relaxThe human body is like a battery. From time to time it needs to be recharged to reach its full capacity.
One way to do this is to get away from the hustle and bustle. If you live in the city, you can go on a weekend trip to a mountain or village. Everywhere with nature and fewer people is a good option. Oh, and be sure to take your annual leave. It may sound like a big spending spree, but it is necessary for your health, both physical and mental. Getting away
offers you a nice refresh button for your mind. So if you get a chance to go somewhere, take it. After all, it's great to travel and see new places. Fight negatively with positiveLet it be real, many of your problems start with bad thoughts. You displace your brain with negative thoughts, which makes you sad and desperate. If you continue to think like this, you
will be stuck forever in the impasse of pessimism. Before you start a physical problem-solving tactic, such as the ones above, you should take a minute and straighten your thoughts. For example, struggle bad comments about your beauty or intelligence with strong confident comments about how great you are. Having self-confidence makes you powerful in
every way. It doesn't matter what others think or say to you. The important thing is that you love yourself and that you believe in your abilities.6. Communicate to understand yourself and your problems. As long as they are able to admit to themselves that you have problems, you will have a better chance of solving them. It would also be useful to talk to
someone about them. You can seek the help of a professional therapist or just a family member and a friend. If they really are your friends, then you will have no problem talking about serious problems with you and giving you support. It would be very beneficial to communicate about it, like everything else in life. Talking helps you solve your problems, as well
as learn more about yourself. This some of the most common mental and body problems that you actually have quite a lot of control over and that you can deal with effectively yourself. That being said, if certain problems persist or become unmanageable, you should definitely seek professional help. Help. Help.
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